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PA R E N T ’ S  E D I T I O N

When my family fi rst met Kerri she had just had her third baby. It was 
pure joy to observe her kind, confi dent and relaxed way of communicating 
and also establishing that loving relationship between the baby and his 
siblings. I remember thinking I wish my children could acquire some of 
these skills from Kerri to help them on their journey of raising their own 
children. Now my wish has been realised with the help of this manual, 
written by a skillful, generous and understanding human being.

Mila Feldman, mother of two, grandmother of four (including twins).

I’ve had quite a few moments with my fi ve year old daughter where I’ve 
carried on like a banshee. This is not something I’m proud of at all – 
quite the opposite in fact. Afterwards, I’d go to bed with the resolve to 
improve, but that’s where it seems to have ended. Now that I’ve read your 
strategies it’s imprinted the steps in my mind. I feel empowered to follow 
through and I’m energised to want to. Yes, sometimes the answer is right 
in front of us, but it takes another person saying it to make us realise it.

Your book has not only made me want to be a better and calmer person, 
but I now believe that I can be that person.

Yvonne, mother of two – aged 5 and 2. 

Thank you for sharing your experience and wisdom with us all. With great 
insight to life and living, parenting and partnering, I think Kerri Yarsley has 
a great perspective on raising children. Although I am not yet a parent, I’m 
looking forward to referring to this book again in a few years – it’s fi lled with 
great tips and practical information that Kerri has gained not only through 
experience, but also from considerable education. I love the mix of light 
heartedness, scientifi c and philosophical perspectives. It is a well-balanced 
and an engaging read for parents-to-be, those already with kids, and even 
those with children who have fl own the coop.

Rebecca Howl, newly married.
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Whoever said there was no instruction manual 
for kids was wrong! Because here it is.

Abundance Management
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This book is dedicated to all parents and their kids.

May you understand and love each other completely and unconditionally.
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Author’s Note

This little book was unconsciously devised over a long

period of time, mainly during the teenage years of my four

children. The concept had been brewing in my subconscious

mind until a day or two after I had completed a relatively long

contracting stint at one workplace. Over the years, I had spent

some interesting times chatting with my colleagues and

friends about their family issues and discussing potential

remedies for them to try. I suddenly realised I would not be

around every day to present an alternate viewpoint. So the

decision to write a book, which could be accessed not only by

the people I had grown to care about but also by the general

population, seemed an obvious conclusion.

The title of the book, likewise, seemed an obvious choice.

Whenever a new baby delights the world with their presence,

at least one member of their family says, “Good luck, because

they don’t come with an instruction manual”, or words to that

effect. Well, here is The Instruction Manual for Kids and I

hope it will make life just that little bit easier for both parents

and kids.

The book is not intended to be the definitive text on

solving all problems that may appear during one’s parenting

timeframe, nor does it intend to over-shadow the advice and
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opinions that may be provided by child care or health care

professionals. Rather, it is a text that has been compiled from

many years of personal experience, education, and trial and

error. I have not been the perfect parent, nor do I claim to be –

that is not possible. I have made many mistakes and I

continue to do so, but I do believe I have learned much from

these and from the mistakes of others, and I have tried to

minimise their negative effects. So, please use this book in

collaboration with advice you receive from professional

resources and remember that each family’s circumstances and

experiences are unique. With this in mind, I ask you to pardon

my unashamed generalisations for the sake of simplicity and

clarity.

Whenever you are faced with a decision and have a

number of choices, make sure your ultimate choice feels right

for you. Decisions that affect yourself and your children

require you to thoroughly consider the alternatives that exist

and their consequences over time. Use whatever resources

you can to help clarify your mind – the internet (at least three

different reputable sources), the local library, your trusted

friends and relatives, local community support, and your

doctor. If you are still confused, then before you go to sleep at

night ask yourself, the universe (or whatever your concept of

a higher source might be) for help to find a solution to the

question and wait for the answer to come to you (hopefully,
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by morning). Keep asking until you get an answer. Sometimes

the answer will come in small individual steps, or it may

appear as a complete solution. Listen to your intuitive flashes

– they will help direct you.

This manual has been designed to be read initially from

start to finish so you, the reader, can get an appreciation of the

over-arching strategy to follow and then, as the need arises,

you may pick the chapter that best suits your current situation

and follow the steps therein.

Some of the small text boxes scattered throughout the

book contain personal stories that relate to the preceding

content discussion. They are intended to provide an amusing

or poignant perspective on the topic. In others, the boxes

contain snippets of information that I have found useful to

know over the years.

Included in the Bibliography is a list of books and

resources I have found extremely useful and interesting, not

just in the writing of this book, but as guides for life. I have

included the websites that have been referenced throughout

the book and also additional websites that may be useful for

the parent who wishes to find further information about a

specific topic that has been mentioned in the text. My

apologies if some of these websites are no longer active.
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Please note that the words children and kids have been

used throughout the text for simplicity, however they imply

the singular child and kid and either gender as well. In

keeping with the practical English language convention

promoting simplicity and clarity, the pronouns he, him, and

his are used for nouns incorporating both genders.

The author, her husband, and their four children taken in 1995.
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Introduction

Focus on the outcome you want.
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This is a book about MIND CONTROL – but wait; before

you run away; it might not be the mind you are expecting. I’m

not talking about you controlling your kids’ minds, nor am I

talking about your kids controlling your mind. This book is

about YOU controlling YOUR mind. This is crucial in your

quest to becoming a good parent.

Why? I hear you ask. For the simple reason that for you to

be able to guide someone with limited or no life skills, it is

better for you to be calm and rational.

How do you start to control your own mind? If you’ve

ever tried it, you know it’s not that easy. If you’ve never tried

it, then you may be in for a rude awakening, or at least a bit of

a shock. Your mind is apt to run away at the slightest

distraction. Try this now. Sit comfortably and observe your

mind for 15 seconds – a quarter of a minute. See if you can

count how many thoughts you have in this time. Every

thought you have must be included – even the ones that say,

This is stupid, or I hope nobody’s watching me or Should I

count this thought? Just observe how many different thoughts

come up.

Once you have done this, try it again, only this time focus

on one thought. Yes, only one! Pick a thought that will be

very interesting to you, so you can pay attention to it. It might

be an image of a cherished loved one, your dog or cat, a

beautiful tree, a sunset, your favourite car, or motorbike –
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whatever takes your full attention. Now focus on it

completely. Picture it in every minute detail; even down to the

tiniest eyelash, leaf, or bolt, with the full intensity and variety

of colour. Every time your mind runs away with a distracted

thought and you become aware of it, just stop and come back

to your first, single thought. Don’t beat yourself up mentally

if you can’t hold the image for long. It can take some time to

become adept at it.

If this is your first attempt, you are doing well just giving

it a go. The more often you do it, the better you will become

and the longer you will be able to hold the image.

These are the first steps to being able to control your own

mind, and for you to be the best parent you can be, it is

imperative you learn to do this and to do this as well as you

are able to do.

The next stage in your progression as a parent is for you to

learn how to picture the outcome you want and not the one

you most fear. When you were growing up, did you know a

person who always seemed calm and relaxed, and made you

feel like you wanted to be just like them? I did, and when I

imagined myself as that person, I tended to act like them and

be more in control of myself. You probably did too.

Many of us have been brought up by loving parents with

the very best of intentions, but their own experience of a
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stable or controlled environment is one that has been

dominated by fear and retribution: “If you do that, then you’ll

get a beating!”

In my own experience, an occurrence that typifies this

unnecessary struggle for dominance by an older generation

over a younger one was one time when my elder brother,

elder sister, and I were being scolded by our father for some

mischief of which I cannot recall. We were all standing there

lined up in front of him – the three of us with solemn faces,

heads bowed, and hands clenched behind our backs. As our

father stood, towering over us, he asked us with a stern tone,

“Do you know what happens when I take off my belt?” My

brother and sister looked fearfully at each other, not daring to

make a sound, knowing exactly what would happen from their

experience of superior years. But then I, the youngest and

most innocent, said, “Your pants will fall down?”

What did my father do? Fortunately, he had a great sense

of humour so he started laughing and the entire experience

became joyful and funny, instead of painful and frightening.

This story is remembered for its humour by my family and has

been retold many times over the years. Interestingly, the

mischief that originally triggered this encounter was not

important enough to be remembered. It became lost in the

perspective of the moment and was not blown out of

proportion just to feed a bruised ego.

I don’t criticise my father for his initial response because I

know he was doing the best he could at that time given his

own training from his parents. That was his only template

from which to mould his own parenting model. Back when he

was a child, families were just recovering from World War I
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and then the Great Depression came along. At that time,

unemployment levels were around 30% in Australia, and you

don’t have to be Einstein to recognise that huge stress and

strain existed for all families. Many of my father’s friends had

no shoes to wear to school, and bread and dripping (congealed

fat from boiled meats) was a popular meal. Back then, the

family structure was strictly adhered to – the man of the house

was male and he was responsible for providing for the family;

the housewife was female and she looked after all the

domestic duties, including feeding the family on sometimes

very meagre earnings; and the kids were seen and not heard.

Discipline (punishment) in the home was usually preceded by

father or mother annoyed by some breach of the family rules.

A quick smack on the buttocks or the back of the legs by a

firm hand or wooden spoon was the usual treatment, but it

was sometimes worse, especially if other stresses existed in

the family, such as financial ruin. Corporal punishment was

also liberally meted out at school. Any child who showed

disrespect – and this was often arbitrarily determined –

usually copped a dose of the cuts (leather strap or cane across

the hands or backside). Control was a big issue back then and

it still is today, but its guise is perhaps a little more subtle,

though equally as destructive when out of balance.

And here we come to the crux of the matter – balance.

When you, as a person, are in balance, life is brilliant; it flows
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easily and perfectly. But when you are not in balance, then

guess what, the poop hits the fan all the time and starts

spraying everything and everyone around you with putrid

smelling, sticky stuff. You get angry, sad, emotional, critical,

and so on. I’m sure you get the picture.

This is when you need to rely heavily on your belief

systems for support and sustenance. This doesn’t necessarily

mean religion. I have often wondered at the justification for

some of the worst atrocities around the world and over the

ages in the name of religion.

I believe in a system that values ALL life with

unconditional love, respect, and trust.

If there is unconditional love, then there is no room for

fear or hatred. There are no emotional games to be played, or

strings attached to the love that is offered. It is freely given

with no expectations.

If there is respect, then there is compassion, consideration,

and tolerance. Respect flows all ways – bottom-up, top-down,

and side-to-side. Everyone is deserving of respect until they

do something to lose it. If it is taken for granted, then it will

be lost. It needs constant nurturing. Respect for all rules out

discrimination in all its guises – racial, gender, intellectual,

sexual or vertical! (I am 5’1” and a bit (155cm).)
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If there is trust, then there is confidence, honesty, and

integrity. When trust exists in a home, then the family

members have complete confidence in each other. This

provides the basis for balanced self-confidence and healthy

self-esteem as the kids grow up. When you are honest in all

your dealings, then people can believe what you say. If lying

is a part of your MO1 then you will need to have a very good

memory because lies have a way of growing out of control

and you will eventually be discovered for the untruthful

things that have been said.

In recent years, the public has become more aware of

information relating to the detection of deception or lies, such

as the presence of micro facial expressions, inflections of the

voice, or a very deep or shallow breath when someone is

lying.2

When you say what you do and, more importantly, do

what you say, then people know exactly where they stand

with you. Whether your actions are good or bad, people know

what to expect from you if you have this type of integrity.

Your word is your bond and you are considered reliable in all

you do or say. This is very comforting for the people around

you because there is a high degree of predictability about you.

Your reputation is at stake if you don’t deliver what you say

1 modus operandi (Lat.): method of operating
2 Ekman, P. Telling Lies, 2009; pg 43
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you will. When you keep your reputation and integrity intact,

then you are deemed to be trustworthy. This is worth

something in life and it’s worth preserving.

All life is deserving of love, respect, and trust. So, next

time you see a spider in your shower, collect him gently and

free him outside. He is only there to catch some insects for his

food. Not only does he have the right to live out his life as

much as you do, but you will feel good about releasing him,

and provide positive values for your children to emulate.

Obviously, if you suffer from arachnophobia3 then you may

be hard pressed to look at it, let alone pick it up, so do what

you can do and do it with compassion, not fear.

We had a snake – fortunately only a carpet python –

wrapped around the handle of our BBQ. It had been lying

there probably attempting to hibernate over the cooler winter

months.

While considering our options, I grabbed it securely

around the neck, close to its head, so it couldn’t turn around

and bite me. Then I grabbed it somewhere between its middle

and its tail. It started to coil quite strongly around my arm and

when I placed it over my shoulders I decided that this

probably wasn’t such a good idea because my neck may have

been exposed to its coils – not good to be strangled by a

snake that I was trying to help! It was only about one metre

long and about 2-3cm in diameter, so not too daunting.

After showing the kids and my husband taking a photo or

two, I released it on the other side of our property. At no time

3 An unusually strong fear of spiders.
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did I feel fear or anxiety for my safety and after the initial

snatch, the snake also calmed down. When I released it, it

didn’t turn on me and attempt to bite me, it simply slithered

off among the long grass. I believe that it learned we meant it

no harm, so it relaxed and went on with life. I guess if it had

been one of the venomous varieties, like a Brown Snake, we

would have chosen a different path and had a snake-catcher

come and take it away. But, it wasn’t a baddie and I was very

grateful.

I mention this story not to illustrate how heroic I was

(some might say stupid), but to show you the Law of

Attraction4 in action. The snake was a relatively harmless one,

so we, as a family, were not attracting harm to our

environment. I was not fearful, so the snake recognised there

was no need to fear. We both survived the encounter intact

and feeling good about it – at least I was, and I assume the

snake was OK, if not a little perturbed at being displaced.

So, be careful about what you think because this will

attract more of it – good or bad – into your life. If you have a

value system that is based on love, respect, and trust in place

in your home, you can create a small world of happiness and

joy for all your family because that is what you will attract

into your lives. Remember to picture the best outcome.

4 Like attracts like – you attract into your life what is predominately in your thoughts
and feelings.
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Also, have fun in what you do, especially with your kids!

You don’t have to spend lots of money creating a fun time

either. What’s the point of spending up big on toys or an

expensive holiday if you’re not there (in mind) to share it with

them. You might be sitting next to your kids while they play

with their new toys, but if you’re worrying about how you’re

going to pay off the credit card bills, or you’re spending all

your time answering mobile phone calls from work or

messaging friends on social media, then the quality of your

time spent with your kids is completely lost. When you spend

time with your kids, be there completely – body, heart, and

mind. This will ensure your kids get the most out of the

occasion and so will you. This type of focussed activity will

give you the necessary time to recover from the rigours of a

busy life, where you are trying to juggle work, home, and

your own personal commitments.

I remember as a young kid having a fantastic time at the

beach during the summer holidays. I used to roam around the

sand dunes and creep through the tea-tree pretending I was a

spy or one of Robin Hood’s merry men (there was no political

correctness back then!).

But the greatest time was when my dad used to dive into

the water and swim and play with us kids, in spite of the dog

paddling along after him and clawing him (or any of us,

actually) when he caught up.

These were happy and simple times and the best part was

sharing the occasion and being in the present. We felt so
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special and loved. These times made up for the ones when

dad was working late or involved with committees.

If you are stuck at any time and are unsure what to do,

remember what it was like when you were a kid. Put yourself

in your kids’ shoes and view the day from their perspective

with all their innocence and hope. Remember the excitement

you had when exploring new things and places. Remember

the feeling of joy and satisfaction when you accomplished

something; no matter how small or insignificant it might seem

now. In general, kids see the world in black and white. As

adults, we recognise that there are many grey areas, so forgive

your kids for their inexperience and don’t humiliate, ridicule

or judge them for it.

If you feel anger rising, close your eyes, breathe in deeply

and smoothly, breathe out twice as slowly, and smile. This

will quieten your mood and release some tension and

frustration.

Words said in anger and actions performed in anger are

highly destructive at a physical level and also at the emotional

and mental levels. Not only do they affect the recipient (who

you’re targeting), but yourself as well!

If you could step out of your skin and observe what is

happening to you at this very point in time, you would
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probably notice how red-faced you are, your eyes might be

wide and black, you might even be shaking or trembling

slightly, your blood pressure is up, and you look like

something out of a horror movie. Imagine what fear this is

creating in your child, and imprinting in his sponge-like mind.

You are becoming a monster to him, and creating an

environment for him to be scared of you, as well as creating a

few more grey hairs for yourself. This is not the type of

behaviour that will encourage your child to open up to you as

he grows older. Do you think he will want to share his inner-

most secrets and dreams with you? Not likely! He would

rather store them up in his memory and contemplate them in

silence, or with his trusted friends, than risk sharing with an

abusive parent. This loss to you is huge! It may be years

before you realise it, but nothing is worth this type of loss and

as a parent, you need to remember this point.

So, avoid using angry words and actions, especially as a

common form of discipline or control. A situation should

never get that far. This is where a system of boundaries will

set the limits and enable you to keep your balance during the

times of trouble and doubt. Reflect upon your past actions at

the end of the day and really think about how things could

have been handled better and practice it in your mind for next

time.
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To summarise, you need to be able to control your mind

and your thoughts. If you let them run away, then anything

could happen. Keep fear under control and in perspective.

Picture the most desirable result for every situation that

presents itself to you and stick with it. And have fun while

you’re kids are at home with you. The growth cycle of your

child is relatively fast and so incredibly fascinating that if you

open your mind to it, you will learn so much, and realise that

you can share in a great deal of joy in the process.

This is your kid we’re talking about, so don’t do anything

less than the best you can for him, for yourself, and for a

happy life together.


